
Blockchain is on everyone’s lips at the moment, and is gearing up to become one of 
our society’s most significant disruptors since the creation of the internet. However, not 
many understand what blockchain is all about, its challenges and the opportunities it will 
generate in the near to distant future.

Now is the time to start understanding not only the basics of this new paradigm, but more 
importantly, what it may mean for the wholesale industry. A concept that by definition 
removes the need for a middleman to conduct financial, legal or commercial interactions 
could either mean the end of the wholesale business or its renaissance.

Our ground breaking workshop, will not only answer all you ever wanted to know about 
blockchain, but more importantly, it will give you an invaluable insight into how you could 
harness it to reinvent yourself.

Everything you ever wanted to know about Blockchain,
but were afraid to ask....

Now is the time - don’t miss your chance!
Contact us now for more information: info@hottelecom.com
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BLOCKCHAIN BASICS

Introduction to Blockchain: What is 
blockchain?

• Origin: Genesis of blockchain & Bitcoin
• Objectives: What problems blockchains 

solve, and where it fits best? 
• Examples: Introductory use cases

Blockchain technology: How it works
• Private and public blockchains
• Consensus in peer-to-peer networks
• Cryptographic hashing and digital keys
• How the system works: recording 

transactions and creating blocks
• Blockchain structure

Implementation of blockchains
• The 8 dimensions of blockchains
• Resource utilization and block mining
• Throughput: transaction limits
• Size and bandwidth 
• Latency
• Privacy and anonymity
• Versioning: soft and hard forks

Smart Contracts
• Overview of smart contracts 
• Platforms for smart contracts
• Introduction to Ethereum

What happens next?
• Evolution of blockchain technology

BLOCKCHAIN AND WHOLESALE

High level overview of how blockchain could 
impact the international telecom world

• Technology
• Services
• Processes and organizations
• Ecosystem stakeholders and dynamics

Drill down into potential use cases in the 
wholesale business

• Automation of current processes (voice 
and messaging)

• Fraud prevention
• Number portability in-country
• Number portability for international 

routing and rating
• Roaming
• Remittance
• Real-time capacity provisioning and 

settlement
• Cloud

Blockchain as a service -  a dream or a 
reality?

Possible blockchain strategies to be used in 
wholesale 

• Private
• Federation
• Public

Future implication of a global peering 
environment replacing the current 
intermediaries

What next for wholesalers?

THE AGENDA - DAY 1
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STRATEGIC SESSION - Facilitated by HOT TELECOM and XONA

If required, a second day can be added to the basic blockchain workshop to help get you started with 
your blockchain strategic thinking. The session could cover the following topics:

Strategic brainstorming session: Brainstorming session to define what strategic direction 
you could consider to benefit from the opportunities made available by the blockchain 
concept.

Discussion of possible offerings: Following the strategic brainstorming, we will conduct the 
next part of the session with the objective of identifying clear blockchain use cases that are 
specific to your organization, your objectives and capabilities.

Definition of the next steps: The strategic session will be concluded with the definition of 
the next steps with concrete actions.

The key deliverables of this 2-day workshop include:

• An understanding of the basics of blockchain and the possible impact and opportunities 
for wholesalers. 

• Through debate and discussion, your team would develop an initial understanding 
of what new services, solutions or applications your company could develop using 
blockchain.

THE AGENDA - DAY 2 (optional)

Contact us to find out about how we can help you get on your way to 
becoming a blockchain player and how you can benefit from this new 
industry disruptor.

Tel:  +1 514 270 1636
Mobile:  +44 7506 928006
e-mail:  sales@hottelecom.com

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFO
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THE EXPERTS 

Steve Heap 
CTO, HOT TELECOM
Steve has a lifetime of experience in designing, engineering and operating 
networks, both domestic and international. With leadership experience in 
small technology start-ups through to global service providers, he has deep 
experience in a wide range of products, technologies and geographies. He 
has the rare skill of being able to explain complex technical issues in easily 
understood concepts and uses that extensively in his consulting work with 
HOT TELECOM.

Isabelle Paradis 
President, HOT TELECOM
Isabelle is President and Founder of HOT TELECOM, one of the most 
innovative telecom research and consulting companies supporting Tier-1 
and Tier-2 operators globally for over 15 years, on the subjects of International 
and wholesale. More recently, Isabelle has been working with many of the 
world’s telecom service providers to help them define their transformation 
strategy. She has published several articles and reports on the subject 
and has spoken at numerous conferences around the world to share her 
views on the future of the international telecoms business. Isabelle holds a 
Bachelor degree in Engineering, an MBA in Finance and has over 24 years 
working globally.

Dr. Riad Hartani 
Founder, Xona Partners
Riad has been involved in a string of technology startups in Silicon Valley 
as founder and key executive. His areas of expertise are mobile, internet 
ecosystems, network and AI. He has held senior engineering roles and 
consulted with organizations in the US, Europe, Middle East and Asia. He 
holds two Engineering degrees and a Master degree, a Doctorate and 
Post-Doctorate in Computer Science from the University of Paris, and the 
University of California, Berkeley (all with highest honors). He also completed 
an Executive degree in Business at Stanford Graduate School of Business.


